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Abstract
We have examined the ability of observers to parse bimodal local-motion distributions into two global motion surfaces, either
overlapping (yielding transparent motion) or spatially segregated (yielding a motion boundary). The stimuli were random dot
kinematograms in which the direction of motion of each dot was drawn from one of two rectangular probability distributions.
A wide range of direction distribution widths and separations was tested. The ability to discriminate the direction of motion of
one of the two motion surfaces from the direction of a comparison stimulus was used as an objective test of the perception of two
discrete surfaces. Performance for both transparent and spatially segregated motion was remarkably good, being only slightly
inferior to that achieved with a single global motion surface. Performance was consistently better for segregated motion than for
transparency. Whereas transparent motion was only perceived with direction distributions which were separated by a significant
gap, segregated motion could be seen with abutting or even partially overlapping direction distributions. For transparency, the
critical gap increased with the range of directions in the distribution. This result does not support models in which transparency
depends on detection of a minimum size of gap defining a bimodal direction distribution. We suggest, instead, that the operations
which detect bimodality are scaled (in the direction domain) with the overall range of distributions. This yields a flexible, adaptive
system that determines whether a gap in the direction distribution serves as a segmentation cue or is smoothed as part of a unitary
computation of global motion. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The process of motion detection in the mammalian
visual system appears to show a high degree of spatial
localisation. Physiological studies show clearly that re-
ceptive fields in the early stages of visual processing are
quite small and respond only to motion at restricted
locations (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968; Wurtz, 1969; Schiller,
Finlay & Volman, 1976). Psychophysical studies sug-
gest localised analysis of motion in the human visual
system: for example linear spatial summation of con-
trast sensitivity for moving patterns occurs over a range
of less than 1° at all but the very lowest spatial frequen-
cies (Anderson & Burr, 1987). In view of this psy-
chophysical and physiological evidence, many
computational models of biological image motion de-
tection have focused on local estimation of motion
(Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santen & Sperling, 1985;
Heeger, 1987). A large, rigidly moving object is thus
presumed to activate many independent motion sensors
operating at different locations in space. However, sev-
eral arguments suggest that this initial local analysis of
motion must be followed by some degree of integration
of motion signals across space. Firstly, our perception
is normally of coherent global motion rather than a
multitude of point motions, as if a single direction and
speed were assigned to an identified rigid object. Sec-
ondly, it is known that local motions can be grouped
together to yield perception of form (Wallach & O’
Connell, 1953; Johansson, 1975); this too is suggestive
of interactions among local motion sensors across
space.
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Williams & Sekuler (1984) explored the nature and
extent of integration of motion signals over space using
random dot kinematograms (RDKs) in which each dot
took an independent random walk in direction over
time. They found that if the dot directions were drawn
from a distribution that was restricted to less than 360°,
the pattern would often appear to move en masse in the
direction of the mean of the individual dot directions.
This suggests that while individual dot motions may
initially be detected independently (and may remain
visible during such motion), the various motion signals
are subsequently pooled over space to give a percept of
global motion. Although the original demonstration of
this phenomenon was based on subjective reports, more
rigorous evidence for it comes from the fact that ob-
servers are extremely good at discriminating the direc-
tion of global motion despite wide variations in the
directions of individual dots (Watamaniuk & Duchon,
1992). Smith, Snowden & Milne (1994) have shown that
global motion patterns of this type are not necessarily
detected using low spatial frequencies at a local level
and that detection therefore must truly involve integra-
tion of motion signals across space.
Another global motion phenomenon was reported by
Chang & Julesz (1984). They showed that in an RDK
in which alternate horizontal strips had unambiguous
motion in one direction and ambiguous motion biased
in the other direction, the unambiguous motion would
carry the ambiguous motion with it to give a percept of
global motion of the whole pattern. This again suggests
interaction of motion signals across space, and Chang
and Julesz proposed the existence of a co-operative
process for motion akin to that proposed by Julesz
(1971) for random dot stereograms. Nawrot & Sekuler
(1990) extended this work to show that the phe-
nomenon occurs only with narrow strips; with wide
strips motion contrast is seen. They proposed the exis-
tence of a co-operative network with excitatory and
inhibitory influences operating over different spatial
extents. The idea of co-operative networks has also
been developed in the context of random-walk RDKs
(Williams, Phillips & Sekuler, 1986; Williams &
Phillips, 1987).
In principle, motion cooperativity across space pro-
vides an efficient solution to the problem of specifying
the motion of an object despite the noise that will
inevitably exist in the outputs of local motion sensors,
and substantially reduces the degree of precision in
local sensors required in order to specify global motion
with precision. Several computational models incorpo-
rating such cooperativity have been published (Yuille &
Grzywacz, 1988; Grzywacz, Smith & Yuille, 1989;
Bulthoff, Little & Poggio, 1989). The emphasis in these
models is on providing methods for smoothing across
local motion vectors to give flow fields. However, mod-
els incorporating spatial smoothing alone provide inad-
equate accounts of global motion processing.
Firstly, there are conflicting requirements concerning
the spatial range over which cooperativity should oc-
cur, because sensitivity to coherent global motion must
be combined with the ability to register boundaries
where there is a discontinuity of motion, and to process
non-rigid motions (Braddick, 1993). If local motion
signals are averaged over a wide extent, global motion
of large objects will be encoded effectively but informa-
tion about local velocity gradients will be lost. In
practice, a field of moving dots containing two regions
distinguished by a small difference in the speed or
direction of the dots is readily perceived as two segre-
gated areas with a sharp boundary between them. If, on
the other hand, cooperativity occurs only across limited
spatial extents (as suggested by the work of Chang &
Julesz (1984)), better segregation is expected, but at the
expense of the efficiency of global motion perception of
large moving surfaces. A possible solution is to make
the extent of spatial summation a dynamic factor
driven by the properties of the image itself; little is
known of whether and how this is done by the human
visual system.
Secondly, it is necessary to account for the phe-
nomenon of transparency. It is well known that two or
more global motions can sometimes be seen at overlap-
ping spatial locations. Recent evidence that two differ-
ent local motions cannot be seen at the same point
(Qian, Andersen & Adelson, 1994) suggests that trans-
parency emerges only at the level of computing global
motion surfaces, presumably by grouping local motions
with similar directions. Although several authors have
addressed the issue of transparency, as yet no detailed
computational model has been developed which pro-
vides a biologically plausible account of when a single
global motion percept is seen, when two global motions
are seen and, in the latter case, whether the two moving
surfaces are seen at the same location (transparency) or
at different locations (spatial segregation). The purpose
of the present study is to characterise psychophysically
the conditions under which these different percepts
occur, and so provide essential data for the develop-
ment of such models. The circumstances in which segre-
gation or transparency prevails when the two global
motion types are in competition has been studied (van
Doorn & Koenderink, 1982), but there has been no
detailed psychophysical study of the grouping that oc-
curs when differing surface organisations are in compe-
tition, within a single global motion type.
A primary aim of the study is to establish whether it
is appropriate to develop a single computational model
in which spatial segregation and transparency emerge
by means of the same grouping methods, or whether
the two processes are different in important ways. One
can imagine a system in which various global motion
surfaces are detected according to a single set of rules
and are then perceived at the locations dictated by the
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relevant computations, irrespective of whether the sur-
faces overlap in space. In such a system the ‘problem’
of transparency could be solved simply by allowing
(non-transparent) local motions to be grouped into two
or more overlapping global motion surfaces.
In this study, the limits of the ability to segregate
different motion-defined surfaces have been examined
using random-walk RDKs. RDKs were presented to
subjects in which all dots moved with the same speed.
On each frame update, the direction of motion of each
dot was chosen from one of two probability distribu-
tions. Each of these distributions was rectangular, with
some mean (different for the two distributions) and
some width (which was kept the same for both distribu-
tions). In the case of transparency, the dots from the
two distributions were given random locations so that
they were spatially inter-mixed. For each of several
probability distribution widths, measurements were
made of the minimum difference between the means of
the two distributions for which two transparent motion
surfaces could be seen by human observers. We wished
to ensure that subjects had to extract global motion
information from two surfaces, and not simply detect
that two local directions were present. We therefore
required judgements of the direction of one of the
motion surfaces with respect to a comparison stimulus,
a task that requires integration of local dot directions
(Watamaniuk & Duchon, 1992)
A second, analogous set of measurements was made
for the segmentation of non-overlapping surfaces. In
this case all dots in one half of the image moved with
directions drawn from one probability distribution and
all those in the other half moved with directions drawn
from the other, the velocity distributions in the two
regions being defined in the same way as in the trans-
parency conditions. Again, the minimum difference in
mean direction that supports the perception of two
surfaces was measured as a function of distribution
width.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Two observers were used. WC is one of the authors
and TF is an experienced observer who was unaware of
the purpose of the experiments.
2.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were random dot kinematograms
(RDKs). They were generated by an Apple Macintosh
7500 computer and were displayed on an Apple
monochrome monitor. Each RDK consisted of an ani-
mation sequence of 11 frames presented at a rate of 22
Hz, giving a total duration of 0.5 s. Each image was
displayed for three cycles of the monitor’s 66 Hz update
frequency. Each image consisted of a circular patch of
dots whose diameter of 360 screen pixels subtended 4°
at the viewing distance of 171 cm (area 12.6 deg2). Each
image consisted of either 63 or 126 dots of diameter
0.09° (ten pixels) on a uniform background. This gave a
dot density of either five or ten dots deg2. The lumi-
nances of the dots and the background were 3 and 37
cd m2, respectively, giving a Michelson contrast of
85%.
On the first frame of the sequence, all dots were
positioned randomly. All dots had a two-frame lifetime
i.e. they moved only once before being randomly repo-
sitioned. This was to ensure that global motion direc-
tion could not be detected by integrating over time,
rather than space. The distance moved was always
0.18°, which would correspond to a speed of 4° s1 if
sustained. Half the dots (chosen at random) moved on
even-numbered updates and were randomly reposi-
tioned on odd-numbered updates, the other half did the
reverse. The dots moved with directions that were
determined according to some probability distribution.
Several different types of pattern were employed (see
below), differing only in the distribution of dot
directions.
2.3. Procedure
Direction discrimination performance was measured
as follows. RDKs were presented in pairs, one member
of each pair being referred to as the test stimulus and
the other as the comparison stimulus. The procedure,
which is described diagrammatically in Fig. 1, com-
menced with the appearance of a central, white fixation
spot which remained visible throughout the run of
trials. On each trial, the two RDKs were presented
sequentially, separated by an interval of 1 s during
which the screen was blank (luminance 37 cd m2)
apart from the fixation spot. The comparison was
always presented first. The comparison had a single,
easily visible direction and served as a reference point
for judging the direction of the test stimulus. Its direc-
tion distribution width was zero (i.e. all dots moved in
the same direction) and it appeared as a single moving
surface. The test stimulus was one of the three types
(control, transparent or segregated) described in detail
below. The test stimulus comprised dots whose direc-
tions were drawn from either one (control condition) or
two rectangular probability distributions, to give either
one or two motion-defined surfaces. Where there were
two surfaces, one was to be ignored and the task was to
compare the direction of the other with that of the
single surface in the comparison stimulus. Specifically,
the task was to say whether the direction of the at-
tended surface in the second (test) stimulus was rotated
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the stimuli. Circles represent
dots in the stimulus and lines are vectors representing the direction
of motion of each dot (dot size, contrast and density are not
accurate). (A) Transparency condition (zero distribution width). The
subject first sees a single global motion surface (the comparison
stimulus) which has a clear direction. Subsequently a stimulus is
presented in which each dot has one of two directions, in this case
90° apart, and the stimulus appears as two separate surfaces moving
transparently. One of the two directions is close to that of the
comparison stimulus. The subject makes a fine direction discrimina-
tion between this direction and the comparison. (B) Segregation
condition (zero distribution width). The comparison stimulus is the
same as in (A) (a different, randomly chosen, direction is shown).
The second stimulus is the same as in (A) except that the dots with
one direction are spatially segregated from those with the other
whereas in (A) they are randomly intermingled. The stimulus is
perceived as two motion surfaces with a boundary. The subject, who
has no prior knowledge of the location of the dots whose direction
is close to the comparison direction, or of the orientation of the
boundary, makes a fine direction discrimination. (C) Segregation
condition, 60° distribution width. The first (comparison) stimulus is
the same as in (A) and (B). The second stimulus is the same as in
(B) (different randomly chosen directions and border orientation
shown) except that the direction of each dot is drawn from a
probability distribution 60° wide.
clockwise or counterclockwise relative to the direction
of the comparison.
For each test stimulus, a set of 13 comparison stimuli
was used. The comparison stimuli were identical except
for their directions of motion, which varied in a range
of 930°, centred on the direction of the test stimulus
or, where there were two motion-defined surfaces in the
test stimulus, on the direction of the surface which was
to be judged.
To prevent the subject making absolute judgements
of the comparison stimulus, without reference to the
test stimulus, a random rotation was applied to both
images. The same rotation was applied to test and
comparison in any trial, but the rotation varied from
trial to trial in a 360° range. Thus, on a given trial the
comparison (which was presented first) could have any
direction. The subject had to remember this direction,
identify which of the two motion surfaces in the subse-
quently presented test stimulus was closer to the re-
membered direction and then make a judgement of
which way that surface was rotated relative to the
remembered direction.
2.4. Control condition
In this case, all dot directions in the test stimulus
were drawn from a single probability distribution. This
was a rectangular distribution with some mean and
width. For example, if the mean was 90° (rightward)
and the width was 40° then the direction of motion of
any given dot was chosen at random, with equal proba-
bility, in the range 70–110°. There were 63 dots in each
frame. Provided the width did not exceed some critical
value (Section 3), the image appeared as a single surface
with global motion in the direction corresponding to
the mean of the dot directions. The comparison pattern
also contained 63 dots.
2.5. Transparent condition
In this case the test stimulus was the same as in the
control condition except that two rectangular probabil-
ity distributions were defined, with different means. In
any given RDK, both distributions had the same width.
The directions of half the dots were drawn from one
distribution and those of the other half from the other
distribution. All dots were randomly positioned in the
first frame of their two-frame lifetimes, as in the control
condition. For example, if the means were 90 and 270°
and the distribution width was zero, two intermingled
sets of dots were perceived moving transparently in
opposite directions. There were 63 dots in each distribu-
tion, making a total of 126 dots. The comparison
pattern contained 63 dots, to give the same dot density
as the attended surface considered alone.
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2.6. Segregated condition
In this case the test stimulus was the same as in
the transparent condition except that the positions of
the dots were constrained such that the dots whose
directions were determined by one probability distri-
bution were confined to one half of the image and
those whose directions were determined by the other
distribution were confined to the other half of the
image. For example, if the means were 90 and 270°
and the distribution width was small, two sets of dots
were perceived moving in opposite directions in dif-
ferent halves of the image and a motion-defined
boundary was visible between the two motion-defined
surfaces. The boundary orientation had no consistent
relation to the motion directions. There were again
63 dots in each surface. To prevent the subject learn-
ing which half of the image contained the direction
to be attended and simply judging the direction of
dots in that location, the orientation of the boundary
(and hence locations of the two dot types) was ran-
domised. This meant that the subject had to detect
the two motion surfaces before a judgement could be
made. The comparison pattern contained 126 dots, to
give the same dot density as the attended surface
(bearing in mind that the area of the comparison was
twice that of the attended surface in the test stimu-
lus).
In all three conditions, the value of the probability
distribution width was held constant for a given
block of trials. Similarly, in the transparent and seg-
regated conditions, the value of the difference be-
tween the means of the two direction distributions
(e.g. 180° for motion in opposite directions) was held
constant. Within a run of trials, each of the 13 com-
parison directions was presented 50 times in random
order, giving 650 trials. On each of the 50 trials for a
given comparison direction, the comparison RDK
was drawn afresh using the same parameters. This
ensured that the effects of any unwanted stochastic
properties of the image (e.g. clustering of dots, actual
mean direction differing from the theoretical mean)
cancelled out over trials. The same was true of the
test stimulus, which had the same parameters on all
650 trials (apart from the 360° random rotation) but
was redrawn on each trial.
For each combination of probability distribution
width and (in the transparent and segregated condi-
tions) direction difference between the two distribu-
tion means, a psychometric function was plotted
showing the percentage of trials in which the com-
parison was seen as rotated clockwise from the test
surface to be judged, as a function of the actual rela-
tive direction of the two surfaces.
Fig. 2. Psychometric functions for the control condition. Each func-
tion shows the probability of the observer reporting that the compari-
son was rotated clockwise relative to the test, as a function of the
relative direction of the test and comparison (positive relative direc-
tions indicate that the comparison was rotated clockwise by the angle
shown, negative values that it was rotated counterclockwise). Results
are shown separately for two subjects (WC and TF), for various
direction distribution widths.
3. Results
3.1. Control condition
Fig. 2 shows the psychometric functions obtained in
the control condition. Judgements of relative direction
are shown as a function of the difference between the
mean directions of the test and comparison patterns,
for seven probability distribution widths. The curves
fitted to the data are cumulative (integrated) Gaussians
and were fitted using a least-squares method. In line
with earlier results (Watamaniuk & Duchon, 1992),
performance (as reflected in the slopes of the functions)
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declines gradually as distribution width increases, but is
nonetheless remarkably good for wide distributions.
For example, for a distribution width of 90°, 75%
correct performance is achieved when the test and
comparison differ by about 18 and 15° for WC and TF,
respectively (compared to 5 and 8° for zero distribution
width).
3.2. Transparent and segregated conditions
Fig. 3 shows sample psychometric functions for the
transparent condition. The results for all probability
Fig. 4. Sample psychometric functions for the segregated condition.
Each function shows the probability of the observer reporting that
the comparison was rotated clockwise relative to one of two spatially
segregated motion-defined surfaces, as a function of the relative
direction of the test and comparison stimuli. Results (for various
distribution widths) are shown for the condition in which the differ-
ence between the means of the two motion surfaces in the test
stimulus was 180°.
Fig. 3. Sample psychometric functions for the transparent condition.
Each function shows the probability of the observer reporting that
the comparison was rotated clockwise relative to one of two transpar-
ent motion-defined surfaces, as a function of the relative direction of
the test and comparison stimuli. Results (for various direction distri-
bution widths) are shown for the condition in which the difference
between the means of the two motion surfaces in the test stimulus was
180°.
distribution widths are shown for one value (180°) of
the difference between the means of the two distribu-
tions in the test stimulus. Comparable sample psycho-
metric functions for the segregated condition are shown
in Fig. 4, again for motion in opposite directions (180°
difference).
Similar sets of psychometric functions (not illus-
trated) were obtained for three other values of the
difference between the mean directions of the two mo-
tion surfaces (distributions): 135; 90; and 45°. In the 45°
case, subjects were unable to distinguish the two sur-
faces in the transparent condition, even for zero distri-
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bution width, and so only the segregated condition was
run. For each distribution width in each direction dif-
ference condition, the slope of the psychometric func-
tion was expressed as the standard deviation of the
cumulative Gaussian curve that was fitted to the data.
This gives a simple, compact indicator of direction
discrimination performance for each of the many condi-
tions. These performance indicators are shown in Figs.
5–8. Fig. 5 shows the results for opposite motion (180°
direction difference), for transparent, segregated and
control conditions. The data in this figure are derived
from the functions in Figs. 2–4. It is clear that perfor-
mance deteriorates gradually as distribution width in-
creases, in all three conditions. The main point of
interest is the comparison of performance across condi-
tions for any given distribution width. The control
condition provides a baseline against which perfor-
mance in the other conditions may be compared. For
Fig. 6. Direction discrimination performance for the control condi-
tion and for those transparent and segregated conditions in which the
mean directions of the two motion surfaces differed by 135°.
Fig. 5. Direction discrimination performance, measured in terms of
the slopes of psychometric functions of the type shown in Figs. 2–4.
Slope is expressed as the standard deviation of a cumulative Gaussian
fitted to the data; low standard deviations indicate good performance.
Performance is shown for the control condition and for those trans-
parent and segregated conditions in which the mean directions of the
two motion surfaces differed by 180°.
subject WC, performance in the segregated condition is
as good as in the control condition. Performance in the
transparent condition is rather worse, although only for
the larger distribution widths. In the case of TF, perfor-
mance is best (the psychometric function is steepest) in
the control condition, slightly worse in the segregated
condition and worse again in the transparent condition.
Figs. 6 and 7 show similar results for a direction
difference of 135 and 90°, respectively. In both cases
performance is consistently better for segregated than
for transparent surfaces. It also tends to be better again
for a single surface, particularly in the case of TF. Fig.
8 shows simply that performance is better for one
surface (control condition) than for two segregated
surfaces with a 45° direction difference (where the task
could not be accomplished in the transparent
condition).
In Figs. 3–8, the results are plotted in terms of the
direction difference between the two motion surfaces
and the distribution width of each. An alternative way
to conceptualise the stimuli is in terms of the separation
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or ‘gap’ between the two distributions. For example, in
the condition in which the direction difference is 135°
and the distribution width is 60°, there is a gap of 75°
between the two distributions (see Fig. 9). It could be
that the width of this gap is the key determinant of
whether the two distributions are resolvable as distinct
motion surfaces. An analogous measure was used by
Hines-Turner & Braunstein (1994) in their investiga-
tions of speed distributions within a single direction;
they found that detection of the presence of a gap
between two speed distributions depended on the vari-
ance of the dot velocities as well as the gap size. Fig. 10
shows the critical gap as a function of the direction
difference between the two means. The critical gap is
defined as the smallest gap at which performance
reached the 75% level or better at the extreme (easiest)
comparison direction (930°). For example, in Fig. 3
(subject WC) it can be seen that the functions for
distribution widths of 90° and below reach this level at
a relative direction of 30° while those for distribution
widths of 120° and above do not, so the critical gap is
Fig. 8. Direction discrimination performance for the control condi-
tion and for those segregated conditions in which the mean directions
of the two motion surfaces differed by 45°.
Fig. 7. Direction discrimination performance for the control condi-
tion and for those transparent and segregated conditions in which the
mean directions of the two motion surfaces differed by 90°.
the gap between the distributions in the 90° width
stimulus, which is 90°. Fig. 10 shows that the critical
gap is not invariant, but increases markedly as the
direction difference increases. The same trend is appar-
Fig. 9. Diagram illustrating the probability distributions used for
generating a typical transparent or segregated RDK. Two rectangular
probability distributions with equal width (in this case 60°) have
mean directions which are separated by 135°. This leaves a ‘gap’ of
75° between the adjacent extremes of the two distributions.
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Fig. 10. Critical gap (see text) as a function of the difference between
the means of two direction distributions, for the transparent and
segregated stimulus conditions.
trial. However, experiments in which the direction
judgement requires extraction of both transparent mo-
tions have shown similar levels of performance
(Wishart & Braddick, 1997). Performance for segre-
gated motion surfaces approached that for single sur-
faces even more closely than did that for transparency
(Figs. 5–7).
The results confirm that transparency involves a
high-quality, quantitative representation of the compo-
nent motions. Proposed mechanisms for global motion,
therefore, have to meet the challenge of operating
simultaneously on two or more components of a veloc-
ity distribution and yielding a multi-valued representa-
tion of velocity in a particular spatial region, as well as
yielding different values at different spatial locations.
4.2. Critical gap width and distribution width
In the case of transparency with complete spatial
overlap, there is no spatial inhomogeneity and so pars-
ing into separate moving objects must be based entirely
on the overall distribution of directions (or more ex-
actly, on the distribution of activity across a population
of direction-tuned neurons).
The simplest way to achieve such parsing would be to
base it on a feature within a particular region of the
encoded distribution of local directions. For example,
bimodality of the direction distribution could be
defined in terms of the presence of a gap in the distribu-
tion. Having detected a gap, two transparent motion
directions could be established by locating a peak of
activity on either side of it. Our results suggest that
models of this general kind are implausible. They show
that critical gap size depends strongly on the difference
between the means of the distributions, for both trans-
parency and spatial segregation. This implies that seg-
mentation is not determined simply by detecting a gap
of some minimum width. It is true that, with detectors
of finite directional bandwidth, the pattern of activation
in the gap region can be affected by components of the
stimulus distribution that lie away from the gap. Thus
it may not be appropriate to assume that this type of
model predicts an invariant critical gap size in experi-
ments such as ours. However, we find effects of changes
in distribution width for which the changing compo-
nents would be implausibly far from the gap. For
example, in Fig. 6, WC’s data show that performance
in the transparent case is essentially unimpaired (com-
pared to performance for a single surface) for a gap of
75° combined with a distribution width of 60°. In
contrast, the same subject in Fig. 5 shows a distinct
impairment for a distribution width of 105° combined
with a greater difference between the mean directions to
give the same gap width of 75°. Thus performance is
impaired by the addition of directional components
lying more than 60° away from the edges of the gap. At
ent for both transparent and segregated images, al-
though the critical gap is significantly smaller for segre-
gated images than for transparent. Thus, perception of
both transparency and spatial segregation can be sus-
tained for probability distributions that are much closer
together (small gap) when the means of the two distri-
butions are separated by a small angle than when they
are very different.
4. Discussion
4.1. O6erall performance
The results of this study show that a high level of
performance in extracting the direction of global mo-
tion is possible when the motion whose direction is
judged is one of two superimposed transparent mo-
tions. Performance for transparent motion (Figs. 5 and
6) is only slightly inferior to that obtained in the
control condition containing a single motion surface. In
these experiments only one of two transparent motions
needed to be extracted to make the judgement on each
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this range, the sensitivity of directional detectors tuned
to directions within the gap would be expected to fall
close to zero.
The alternative general approach is that the distribu-
tion of directional activation is not parsed only on the
basis of features of the direction distribution, such as
peaks and gaps, but also by operations that depend on
the distribution as a whole. One way to implement such
a system is by the operation of co-operative processes
which establish grouping relations among local motion
vectors. We have already mentioned the need for co-op-
erative processes to operate in a dynamic or adaptive
manner in the spatial domain, in terms of the spatial
extent of integration of motion vectors (Section 1). We
suggest that, similarly, the extent of interactions may
also be adaptive in the direction domain. When global
motion perception requires integration over a wide
distribution of directions, so as to encode the motion of
a single motion surface as accurately as possible, direc-
tionally broadband interactions operate which can de-
grade segmentation in the direction domain across
comparatively wide gaps. When a narrower range of
integration is required, so as to distinguish between
motion surfaces, directions across a smaller gap can be
segregated. Our results show that the critical gap size
bears a linear relation to the difference between the
means of the two distributions (Fig. 10). The relation-
ship is such that larger critical gaps are associated with
wider distributions, suggesting that the operations that
determine whether a gap in the direction distribution is
smoothed out or used as a segmentation cue are scaled
with the range of directions that are represented on
each side of the gap.
The model of Wilson & Kim (1994) involves compet-
itive mutual inhibition between ‘coherence units’ and
‘transparency units’. These two types of hypothetical
unit differ in the way they combine information across
the direction domain. It is possible, therefore, that the
recurrent interaction between them could act to deter-
mine the transition between transparency and non-
transparency, in an adaptive way depending on the
spread of the two distributions. Exploration with a
detailed implementation of the model would be re-
quired to test this possibility. Such exploration might
indicate whether a network with two discrete types of
unit is realistic, or whether transparency would be
better modelled as a particular outcome in a unitary
network of units whose effective range of directional
interaction varies adaptively with the input distribution.
4.3. Parsing distributions without explicit gaps
When the two distributions overlapped rather than
being separated by a gap, our subjects could not seg-
ment the motions into two transparent entities in any
consistent way. This is perhaps not surprising;
combining two overlapping rectangular distributions
yields a symmetrical distribution with a single peak. On
the ‘feature’ account, there is no obvious feature in the
distribution that might provide a basis for parsing the
distribution. Similarly, on the co-operative account, a
single surface is the more probable of two possible
interpretations of an ambiguous direction distribution.
Nonetheless, there may be cases in which a distribution
lacking an explicit gap is parsed into discrete motion
surfaces. The results of Zohary, Scase & Braddick
(1996) suggest that in sharply peaked, skewed distribu-
tions, subjects may be able to segment (and make
directional judgements on) a predominant direction
associated with the peak, separately from the remainder
of the distribution. Another possible case is the motion
coherence display of Newsome & Pare´ (1988), in which
signal motions in a single direction are mixed with a
360° noise distribution. It is not clear how far direc-
tional judgements in this display reflect an explicit
segmentation of the coherent motion from the back-
ground noise, but such segmentation can be perceived
at some levels of coherence. In these cases the direction
is unimodal and has no gap, but parsing may still
occur, depending on the shape of the distribution.
However, these examples do not yield transparency in
the strong sense of two distinct directional entities, and
it may well be that perception of true transparency rests
on the presence of a clear-cut bimodality in the direc-
tional distribution.
4.4. Spatial o6erlap and segmentation
In the Section 1 we raised the possibility that parsing
in the velocity domain might operate by means of a
common mechanism for spatially segmented motion
surfaces and overlapping transparent surfaces. Our re-
sults indicate that this is not quantitatively the case.
Performance levels for the two tasks are highly corre-
lated, showing similar trends as distribution width and
gap size are varied, suggesting some commonality in the
properties of the underlying mechanisms. However, di-
rectional judgements of segmented surfaces can be
made at consistently smaller gap sizes than for trans-
parent surfaces. Indeed, they can be made for distribu-
tions where there is no gap at all and even when there
is an overlap of as much as 20° in the direction distribu-
tion (see Fig. 10; subject WC, 40° direction difference).
Thus, the constraint that a bimodal direction distribu-
tion seems to be a requirement for transparency does
not apply to spatial segregation.
The spatially segmented case requires each of two
global motions to be computed over a distinct spatial
region. Two broad alternative processing schemes can
be imagined: a two-stage process, in which the regions
are defined by an initial segmentation process followed
by extraction of the global motion within each region,
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and a unitary process in which directional distributions
and spatial distributions together serve to define two
distinct motion surfaces.
In our experiments, the boundary between the two
regions varied in location from trial to trial and was
only defined by the difference between the velocity
distributions. When the gap in the overall direction
distribution is below the critical width that would be
required for transparency, the visual system presumably
cannot, in the segregation case, parse the distribution
on the basis of the direction distribution alone. How
then could the first stage of the proposed two-stage
process operate? It could exploit spatial differences in
the region of the boundary in a way that did not
require extraction of the global motion. For example,
neurons responding to a limited band of directions on
the outer tail of one distribution would be more
strongly activated on one side of the boundary. A
spatial differential organisation of the receptive field
(Allman, Miezin & McGuinness, 1985; Born & Tootell,
1992) might signal the location of a boundary, which
might then delimit the area for a global motion compu-
tation which operated on the output of a wide range of
directional signals within the specified zone only. The
first stage could be relatively local in its operation, both
in the spatial and velocity dimensions.
In the second, unitary scheme, grouping and segmen-
tation operations act globally in the combined domain
of velocity and space. Local motions will be grouped
into a larger scale entity if they are sufficiently coherent
within this joint domain. Thus a velocity distribution
which could not be parsed without knowledge of the
spatial distribution (or where the spatial distribution is
uniform as in a transparency display), can be parsed if
the dots with similar motions also have spatial
proximity.
Our experiments do not differentiate between these
alternative schemes. However, it is possible that experi-
ments of the same general kind, but with joint spatial:
velocity distributions designed with the two alternative
schemes in mind, might be able to do so. We have not
developed an explicit model of the grouping and seg-
mentation processes. However, our results make clear
that any adequate model will have to consider these
processes in the velocity domain, where they yield
transparency, as well as in the spatial domain where
they yield motion-defined edges and objects.
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